Government Lot 248
Puna, Hawai'i
Lot 6
Section 30

City furnished, Land Office, March 29, 1907.

Grant 5-0-14

Hailama Kahaloa

K. B. Lorberstein
SURVEYOR
P. P. I. O., HAWAII

File in Section 301
Note of Survey:

as shown on Chart Survey No. 11208

Copying at North angle lot 5, the boundary around

the line Henderson.

1. N 7° 25' W - 306.7 ft. along lots 5 and 5½ to stone & under pile

2. N 57° 59' W - 169.9 clay in lot Henderson & lot Henderson.

3. S 87° 12' W - 127.5

4. S 57° 16' W - 207

5. N 57° 38' W - 371

6. N 57° W - 137.9 stone at under pile stone at North angle

7. N 16° 15' E - 749.5 clay lot 4 to stone & under pile stone at intersection lots 6, 7 and 8.

8. N 16° 37' E - 711.5 clay lot 7 to stone & under pile stone at intersection lots 6 and 7, with Dr. 320, Henderson

9. N 65° 25' E - 383.0 clay south grant

10. N 57° 41' E - 678 stone & under pile stone at East angle of grant

11. S 71° 08' E - 888.0 clay North grant following Ophir road to

front of surveying.

Continuing on edge of 183 ft. away, more or less.

With Locators. Surveyor Commissioner Public Lands.

Sept 1, 1856.